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A GAME FOR EVERYONE
The Ferdinand Football Group Ltd provides an inclusive, exciting and educational platform for all players from 2 
years old. Developing skills are nurtured through our unique Ferdinand’s Steps to Success encouraging children 
to think and train with creativity and positive mindset.

Comprised of professional players and coaches alike, the Ferdinand Football Club boasts a wealth of 
experience in the game and every member is dedicated to the development of all our young players.

Tailored to the player’s individual needs, Ferdinand's Steps to Success ensures children develop in the areas 
they wish. You could be a youngster who is just starting out in football and looking to develop your technical 
skills, or maybe you’re at an advanced level and want to further develop your skills to enhance your chances of 
getting a trial at a professional youth academy.
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WHAT'S NEXT?
Ferdinand First Kicks is just the first step of your child's journey here at Ferdinand Football Group. 
When your child is 5 years old, they'll be invited to attend their nearest Development Centre to continue their 
journey up the ladder and through to our Invitation and Academy classes, if they so wish. 
 
If yourself or our Head Coach feel that your child would benefit from some further training within within 
Ferdinand First Kicks before moving on to a Development Centre, this will also be an option- it's all about your 
child's personal development and enjoyment!

Football Ferdinand Group will provide children aged between 5 – 16 years the opportunity to receive extra 
technical coaching, in additional to their fun community and grassroots based provision. The Development 
Centre is highly suitable for players who either want to begin their Football  and/or Futsal journey or already 
playing at high level. In addition we teach in a positive learning environment for players whether that’s in game 
related practices, Individual and group – team challenges to encourage them to improve their technique, 
individuality, communication skills, physicality, decision making and game related tactics

Please speak directly with your Head Coach to find out where your nearest Development Centres are and 
about further opportunities at Ferdinand Football Group including Soccer Schools, Parties and 1:1s!


